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Boxcryptor adds a new business feature and now supports Active Directory 

 

Boxcryptor, the award winning German encryption solution for OneDrive, Dropbox & 

Co, now offers a connection to external user directories like Active Directory and 

hence makes it easy for corporations to manage their users. With this integration, the 

software - originally built for the consumer market – continues to implement features 

for its growing business customer segment. 

Augsburg, 08/13/2014: Companies using Boxcryptor and who manage their users with Active 

Directory or LDAP can now benefit from the new external user directory integration. This 

integration was implemented almost exactly one year after the release of the new 

Boxcryptor generation last summer.  Since the release of this new generation, it was already 

clear that the – originally consumer-focused - company heads towards the business market. 

The German security expert is already offering several team options like policies or a 

centralized management. Still, these features did not make it easy enough for large teams 

with a complex or changing user structure.  

The support for Active Directory now allows system administrators to sync their Boxcryptor 

users with the users from their directory. New users are provisioned automatically as soon as 

they are created in the user directory and accordingly removed once they are deleted from 

the user directory.  

Andrea Pfundmeier, CEO of Boxcryptor explains: “We listen a lot to our customers in order to 

identify and understand their personal and business needs in regard to cloud storage and 

security. A frequent feedback we got was the demand to minimize the initial set up efforts 

and the ongoing management overhead. Therefore we integrated Active Directory support 

to enable the administrators to focus on more important things.” 

This new feature makes Boxcryptor not only compatible for small groups but also opens up 

the wider field of larger teams and companies who – for example – rely on Dropbox for 

Teams or OneDrive for Business and who are in need of a reliable security solution to protect 

their data.  

Boxcryptor is available as a free basic version for personal use. Corporations and teams also 

can benefit from the highest level of security made in Germany, with a focus on ease of use 

with its Company Packages. In contrast to the single user licenses, the Company Package 

offers additional features such as Master Keys, password reset, policies and a centralized 

management console. 
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Secomba is a privately held company located in Augsburg, Germany, and was founded in 2011. 

Secomba is dedicated to innovation in the cloud security sector. Its award winning encryption software 

Boxcryptor (www.boxcryptor.com) is a user friendly software solution which guarantees, under the 

highest security standards, the security of files.  
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